
Fibred Products of Schemes

Eoin Mackall

1. Introduction

Fibred products play the role of products in the category of schemes (over a base scheme) which are useful
in every category they exist in. The point of these notes, if only for my benefit, will be to give some exposition
on fibred products: we first review products abstractly, then turn to the construction of products of affine
schemes (from which we indicate the construction of the product of general schemes without much further
difficulty). Using the definition of products we define the fibres of a morphism of schemes, and describe some
finiteness conditions on these fibres: finite type, finite, quasi-finite. The purely algebraic notion (finite) is
compared to the purely geometric notion (quasi-finite) through a version of Zariski’s Main Theorem which
we state without proof.

For convenience, all of our schemes will be assumed locally Noetherian (this says all of the rings we consider
are Noetherian). The only real concern arises because I’m unsure if proper + quasi-finite if and only if finite
necessitates some finiteness of the base condition.

2. Products

In various categories we are familiar with the product objects. In any category we can define the product
to be the object, if it exists, which satisfies the following universal property:

Given objects M,N , the product of M and N is an object M × N with morphisms pM : M × N → M ,
pN : M ×N → N such that for any other object W with morphisms qM , qN mapping to M,N respectively
there is a unique morphism φ : W →M ×N for which the following diagram commutes:

W

M ×N M

N

∃!φ

qM

qN

pM

pN

For schemes, the usual product of sets doesn’t capture enough information.

Example 2.1. Let k be an algebraically closed field and A1
k × A1

k be the product considered as sets with
the product topology of two copies of the affine line over k. As the topology on A1

k is given by the cofinite
topology (open sets are complements of finite sets), the product topology has less open sets than what we
expect for A2

k. For example, the complement of the open set given by the vanishing of y − x is not open in
the product topology.

(Remark - In the above example k is only required to be infinite, not algebraically closed. This is because if
k is finite, then the only topology is the discrete topology. So in this case the product topology is the same
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as the Zariski topology but not for good reason.)

A slight generalization of this is the fibred product:

Given objects M,N,P and morphisms f : M → P , g : N → P , the fibred product of M and N over
P is an object M ×P N with morphisms pM : M ×P N → M , pN : M ×P N → N such that for any
other object W with morphisms qM , qN making a cartesian square with M,N,P there is a unique morphism
φ : W →M ×P N for which the following diagram commutes:

W

M ×P N M

N P

∃!φ

qM

qN

pM

pN f

g

Suppose, in addition, a category has a final object T . That is, every object has exactly one morphism to T .
Then to give a product over M,N is to give a fibred product of M,N over T . This will be useful since, in
the category of schemes, there is a final object: Spec(Z).

3. Products of Affine Schemes

Our first goal is to construct products in the category of affine schemes (over a base). Let me first specify
what I mean by over a base.

Definition 3.1: We say a scheme X is given over a base scheme S if there is a morphism X → S and we call
this the structural morphism of X over S. Given two schemes Y,X over S we call an S-morphism Y → X
one which commutes the structural morphisms.

Being over a base scheme will be dual in some sense to giving a ring the structure of an algebra over
another ring. This should be clarified by the following proposition and examples.

Proposition 3.2: Let f : Y → X be a morphism of schemes with X affine. The canonical map

Mor(Y,X)→ Hom(OX(X),OY (Y ))

is bijective.

Proof. The statement is taken from almost exactly from [6] (Chapter 2 proposition 3.25). Alternatively, in
the case X is affine, this can be found in [5] (Chapter 2, proposition 2.3) and in the exercises for the general
case. We outline the case for Y affine below (as we will explicitly use this).

Given a morphism f : A→ B, we need to define a map of topological spaces fτ : Spec(B)→ Spec(A) and
one of sheaves f# : OSpec(A) → f∗(OSpec(B)). The former is given by p 7→ f−1(p) and the latter is given by
defining on a base of open sets the natural localization maps corresponding to f : A→ B.

Conversely, given a morphism of affine schemes Y → X, everything is determined by the map OX(X)→
OY (Y ). �

Hence, to give an affine scheme Spec(A) over a base scheme Spec(R) is to give A the structure of an
R-algebra (a ring morphism R→ A). To give an arbitrary scheme X over a base Spec(R) is to give each of
the rings corresponding to the affine subsets of X the structure of an R-algebra. And to give an arbitrary
scheme Y over an arbitrary scheme X is to give the affine subsets of Y an algebra structure which varies
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with the affine subsets of X.

Examples 3.3 For classical variaties, giving the inclusion k → k[X1, ..., Xn]/(f) is equivalent to giving the
hypersurface defined by f over the base A0

k.
As any ring is Z-algebra (by the map 1 7→ 1), every scheme can be given over the base A0

Z.

To construct arbitrary products of schemes we’ll first need to construct affine products. This will be equiv-
alent to interpreting the universal properties above in the category of rings, which is dual to the category
of affine schemes, and then translating. Since we observed above a product is the same as a fibred product
over the final object of a category, and also that schemes have a final object, we’ll focus on the construction
of fibred products for the rest of the following.

Let Y,X, S be affine schemes isomorphic with Spec(B),Spec(A),Spec(R) respectively, and Y,X be over the
base S. By proposition 3.2, the existence of the fibred product Y ×SX, with universal property summarized
in the following commutative diagram

W

Y ×S X X

Y S

∃!φ

pX

pY

is equivalent to the existence of a ring A ⊗R B such that for any ring W and ring morphisms A → W ,
B → W which respect the R-algebra structure of A,B there is a unique map A ⊗R B → W which makes
the following

R A

B A⊗R B

W

qA

qB

∃!ϕ

a commutative diagram.

Definition 3.4: A ring A⊗RB satisfying the above universal property is called the R-algebra tensor product
of A and B.

(Remark - We say “a ring...”, because we don’t assume its existence but, we say it is called “the R-algebra...”
because if it does exist then by the universal property it is unique up to isomorphism.)

Proposition 3.4: Let A,B be R-modules. There exists an R-module A⊗RB and map ρ : A×B → A⊗RB
such that for any R-module W and any R-bilinear map ψ : A×B →W there exists a unique R-linear map
π : A⊗R B →W such that ψ = π ◦ ρ.

Proof. This is usually covered in [1] (Chapter 2, Proposition 2.12).

The module which exists in Proposition 3.4 will help us construct the R-algebra A⊗R B.
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Proposition 3.5: Let A,B be R-algebras (in particular, R-modules which are also rings). There exists an
R-algebra A ⊗R B and maps qA : A → A ⊗R B, qB : B → A ⊗R B such that for any R-algebra W and
maps f : A → W , g : B → W which respect the R-algebra structure of A,B,W there is a unique map
ϕ : A⊗RB →W which respects the R-algebra structure of A⊗RB,W and such that f = ϕ◦ qA, g = ϕ◦ qB .

Proof. This is the content of Proposition 1.14 in [6]. There is also a good exposition of this in notes of Keith
Conrad (page 25, proposition 6.1).

The most important part of the R-algebra A⊗R B is that its multiplication is defined as follows:∑
i

(ai ⊗ bi) ·
∑
j

(aj ⊗ bj) =
∑
i,j

(aiaj ⊗ bibj)

and that this is a uniquely determined multiplication. �

Corollary 3.6: Given affine schemes Y,X, S isomorphic with Spec(A),Spec(B),Spec(R) respectively and
with Y,X schemes over S, there exists a fibred product Y ×S X.

Proof. The fibred product is the S-scheme Spec(A ⊗R B) with the R-algebra structure of Proposition 3.5
(that is, the map Spec(A⊗RB)→ S is determined by the map R→ A⊗RB). This follows from the duality
of affine schemes and commutative rings. �

Example 3.7. Let A1
k = Spec(k[x]) and A1

k = Spec(k[y]) have their usual structure as k-schemes. Then
the fibred product A1

k ×k A1
k
∼= Spec(k[x] ⊗k k[y]) ∼= Spec(k[x, y]) = A2

k showing that this is the correct
interpretation of product, in the category of affine schemes at least. As in this example, we will often use
the shorthand −×R − when we really mean −×Spec(R) −, hopefully no confusion arises from this notation.

Example 3.8. Let Fp and Fq, for primes p 6= q, have their usual Z-algebra structure. Then the fibred product
A0

Fp ×Z A0
Fq = ∅ since Fp ⊗Z Fq = 0. This is silly though, because the map Y → Spec(Z) sends a point

y ∈ Y to the point in Spec(Z) corresponding to the characteristic of k(y), and here since p 6= q, there is no
intersection between the images of Fp and Fq so their fibred product should be empty.

Example 3.9. Let V = Spec(k[x1, ..., xn]/(f1, ..., fm)) ⊂ Ank and W = Spec(k[y1, ..., yr]/(g1, ...., gs)) ⊂ Ark
be varieties. Then V ×k W is the variety in An+rk cut out by the polynomials f1, ..., fm, g1, ..., gs (with
possibly a relabeling of their variables, it doesn’t matter though, so long as the variables defining the fi
and the variables defining the gj are different). Since any d algebraically independent elements of these
rings will remain algebraically independent in the tensor product, Noether’s normalization lemma shows
dim(V ×k W ) = dim(V ) + dim(W ).

4. Fibred Products of Schemes

In the last section we saw the existence of affine schemes. In this section we will give a construction of
the fibred products of arbitrary schemes. We will then look at some examples, and applications of this view-
point. We mention from the universal property uniqueness up to isomorphism of fibre products is immediate.

Proposition 4.1: If Y,X are two schemes over a base scheme S, then the fibred product Y ×S X with
projections pY : Y ×S X → Y , pX : Y ×S X → X exist.

Proof. By Corollary 3.6, fibred products exist in the case Y,X, S are affine. Further, for arbitrary Y,X, S
and U ⊂ Y open, if Y ×SX then U ×SX exists. To see this, replace Y → S by the restriction to U , Y ×SX
with p−1Y (U), pY to the appropriate restriction map and verify the universal property holds for these objects.

In the general case, with Y,X, S arbitrary schemes, we first cover S with affine opens {Si}i and observe
any fibred product over the Si also is a fibred product over S via composition with the inclusion. For each
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i, we can cover the preimage of Si under the structure morphisms π : X → S, ρ : Y → S by open affines
in X and Y , say {Xj}j and {Yk}k. Now for any i, j, k the fibred product exists, and these glue together to
give the fibred product for Y ×S X.

For instance, fix Sα and Yβ and let X1, X2 be two of the Xj with nonempty intersection. Then by the
above remarks, we have p−1X1

(X1∩X2) ∼= (X1∩X2)×Sα Yβ ∼= p−1X2
(X1∩X2) and we can call this isomorphism

f12. For any three affine opens X1, X2, X3 we can deduce f13 = f23 ◦ f12, so we can in fact glue the schemes
X1 ×Sα Yβ and X2 ×Sα Yβ over the open set (X1 ∩X2)×Sα Yβ . For more detailed information on the exact
gluing of these schemes see [5] (Chapter 2, Theorem 3.3) or [6] (Chapter 3, Proposition 1.2). �

Corollary 4.2: Some properties of the fibred product include:
1) Y ×S X = X ×S Y and (Y ×S X)×S Z = Y ×S (X ×S Z)
2) For any morphism Z → X, (Y ×S X)×X Z = Y ×S Z where, on the left hand side pX : Y ×S X → X
is the X-scheme structure of Y ×S X, and on the right Z → X → S is the S-scheme structure of Z
3) For f : Y → Y ′, g : X → X ′ morphisms over S there is a unique morphism f × g : Y ×S X → Y ′ ×S X ′

Proof. For 2), stare at the following diagram for a while

(Y ×S X)×X Z Z

Y ×S X X

Y S

Conclude the isomorphism from the uniqueness determined by the universal property of fibred products. �

There is extra richness which comes from the idea of fibre products. The first of these is the idea of fibres
of a morphism. Let f : Y → X be a morphism of schemes (if we do not specify a base, it is safe to assume
Y,X are Spec(Z) schemes). For any x ∈ X with f−1(x) 6= ∅ we may define the fibre of the morphism f at x.

Definition 4.3: In the notation above, the fibre of f at x is to be the product Y ×X Spec(k(x)) where the
map Spec(k(x)) → X is the composition of the canonical maps Spec(k(x)) → Spec(OX,x) → X. The fibre
is often denoted by Yx := Y ×X Spec(k(x)).

Immediately we should verify this notion agrees with what we expect a fibre to be.

Proposition 4.4: Let f : Y → X be a morphism of schemes, x a point in X, and Spec(k(x)) → X the
canonical map. There is a homemorphism f−1(x) ' Y ×X Spec(k(x)) = Yx induced by the projection
Yx → Y .

Proof. Let U be an affine subset of X containing x. By Corollary 4.2 2), there is a canonical isomorphism
Y ×X Spec(k(x)) = (Y ×X U)×U Spec(k(x)), so that we may assume X is affine. Cover Y with open affines
{Yi}i, and suppose we can show (Yi)x ' Yi ∩ f−1(x). Then, by the gluing construction of the fibred product
we obtain a homeomorphism Yx ' Y ∩ f−1(x) = f−1(x). It remains to show (Yi)x ' Yi ∩ f−1(x) but,
this reduces to the case f : Y → X is a morphism of affine schemes, with Y isomorphic Spec(B) and X
isomorphic Spec(A).

Let p ⊂ A be the prime ideal corresponding to the point x. We can now identify the fibred product
Yx = Y ×X Spec(k(x)) as Spec(B ⊗A k(x)), and the projection to Y as the map B → B ⊗A k(x) which
factors as B → B ⊗A Ap → B ⊗A (Ap/pAp). Write ϕ : A→ B for the associated ring homomorphism of f ,
f#(X). Since B is an A-module by the map ϕ, there are canonical isomorphisms B ⊗A Ap

∼= Bϕ(p), and
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B ⊗A (Ap/pAp) ∼= Bϕ(p)/ϕ(p)Bϕ(p). Thus, the projection Yx → Y induces a homeomorphism between the
set of prime ideals q of B containing ϕ(p) not intersecting B \ ϕ(p). But this is equivalent to ϕ−1(q) = p,
hence the result. �.

Example 4.5. Let f : k[x] → k[x, y, z]/(yz − x) be the composition of the inclusion k[x] → k[x, y, z] and
the surjection k[x, y, z]→ k[x, y, z]/(yz − x). Geometrically this map is V = Spec(k[x, y, z]/(yz − x))→ A1

k

which corresponds to the projection to the x-axis. If we choose a point, a ∈ A1
k, then the fibre of f at a

is Spec(k[x, y, z]/(yz − x)⊗k[x] k[x]/(x− a)) ∼= Spec(k[y, z]/(yz − a)). When a 6= 0, the fibre looks like the
vanishing set of yx− a, which is a hyperbola. When a = 0, the Chinese remainder theorem shows this is the
union of the y and z axes.

Example 4.6. If we have a scheme Y over Spec(Z), then the fibre over any point l are the points of Y whose
residue field has characteristic l. For concreteness consider Y = Spec(Z[x, y]/(xy −m)) for some integer m.
For any prime p, the fibre product will be Yp = Spec(Z[x, y]/(xy−m)⊗ZFp) ∼= Spec(Fp[x, y]/(xy−m̄)) where
m ≡ m̄ (mod p). Over almost all primes this will correspond to the hyperbola xy = m̄ but, when m ≡ 0
(mod p) this becomes the union of the x and y axes. The fibre over 0 however, is Spec(Q[x, y]/(xy −m))
which is a hyperbola whenever m 6= 0.

Another place where fibred products come into use is through the concept of base change.

Definition 4.7: Let f : Y → X, g : X ′ → X be morphisms of schemes. We may regard Y as being a scheme
over X and, by use of the projection from a fibred product we obtain a morphism Y ×X X ′ → X ′. We say
that the map Y ×X X ′ → X ′ is obtained by a base change from X ′ → X.

Example 4.8. For a field k, let Spec(k[x1, ..., xn]/(f)) be a hypersurface which can be naturally considered
over the base Spec(k). For any field extension L/k there is a map k → L which induces a morphism
Spec(L)→ Spec(k). Using this map we can base change Spec(k[x1, ..., xn]/(f)⊗k L)→ Spec(L). There is a
canonical isomorphism between k[x1, ..., xn]/(f)⊗k L and L[x1, ..., xn]/(f) where in the latter object f has
coefficients considered in L. When k = R and L = C this is called the complexification of the hypersurface
defined by f .

5. Finiteness Conditions

Let f : Y → X denote a morphism of schemes. For any point x in X we can view the fibre of f at x
as the fibred product Yx = Y ×X Spec(k(x)) with its given scheme structure. This section explores some
conditions we can impose on f which will result in some type of finiteness condition on Yx. For example we
begin with restricting our attention to those Yx which are finite dimensional over Spec(k(x)).

Definition 5.1: A morphism, such as f above, is said to be locally of finite type if for every cover of X
by open affines {Xi}i, and every cover by open affines {Uj}j of f−1(Xi), the induced map Γ(Xi,OX) →
Γ(Uj ,OY ) gives Γ(Uj ,OY ) the structure of a finitely generated Γ(Xi,OX)-algebra. A morphism f is said to
be quasi-compact if for any open affine subset U of Y , f−1(U) is quasi-compact.

Definition 5.2: A morphism which is both locally of finite type and quasi-compact is said to be of finite type.

(Remark - Definition 5.2 can then be restated by replacing the index arbitrary index j in definition 5.1
by a finite index. Additionally, in Definition 5.1 we can instead define a morphism to be locally of finite
type if there exists at least one open cover {Xi}i such that f−1(Xi) admits a cover by open affines {Uj}j
with Γ(Xi,OX)→ Γ(Uj ,OY ) the structural morphism of a finitely generated algebra. Additionally, we can
replace the quantifier “for any open affine” with “there exists a cover of open affines” in the definition of
a quasi-compact morphism. This is done in [5]. These definitions are actually equivalent. The version we
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present streamlines proofs, but the alternative definitions make it easier to construct examples.)

Example 5.3: The structural morphism of a variety is always of finite type. This is only because we define
a variety to be the spectrum of a finitely generated k-algebra.

Example 5.4: Any morphism of varieties is of finite type. Let f : V → W be a morphism of varieties
with V = Spec(k[x1, ..., xn]/I) and W = Spec(k[y1, ..., ym]/J). Then the induced map k[y1, ..., ym]/J →
k[x1, ..., xn]/I gives k[x1, ..., xn]/I the structure of a finitely generated k[y1, ..., ym]/J-algebra, because latter
is finitely generated as a k-algebra and so is k[x1, ..., xn]/I.

Proposition 5.5: Let f : Y → X be a finite type morphism of schemes. Then Yx is a finite dimensional
Spec(k(x))-scheme.

Proof. For this, it will be necessary to show finite type morphisms are preserved under base change and we
present this next as a series of lemmas. It then follows Yx can be covered by finitely many finitely generated
k(x)-algebras and the result follows from the fact that the dimension for such an algebra is finite. The proof
is complete by the following lemma. �

Lemma 5.6: A morphism locally of finite type is preserved under base change.

Proof. Let f : Y → X be a morphism locally of finite type and g : X ′ → X any morphism. By changing
base we obtain a morphism πX′ : Y ×X X ′ → X ′ which we want to show is locally of finite type. Cover X
with open affines {Xi}i and fix an Xi, isomorphic with Spec(C), to consider. Then f−1(Xi) admits a cover
by open affines {Uj}j such that the induced maps Γ(Xi,OX)→ Γ(Uj ,OY ) gives Γ(Uj ,OY ) the structure of
a finitely generated Γ(Xi,OX)-algebra. Cover g−1(Xi) by open affines {Vk}k.

From the construction of the fibred product (Proposition 4.1), we need only show the map ϕ : Uj×Xi Vk →
Vk is locally of finite type for any j, k. Fix a j and a k so that Uj is isomorphic with Spec(A) say, and Vk
is isomorphic with Spec(B) say. Then the map on rings induced by ϕ is the map B → A ⊗C B given by
b 7→ 1⊗b. Since f was locally of finite type, A is a finitely generated C-algebra we can say A ∼= C[x1, ..., xn]/I.
Then A⊗C B ∼= (C[x1, ..., xn]/I)⊗C B is a finitely generated B-algebra via the above map. Since i, j, k were
arbitrary this completes the proof. �

Lemma 5.7: A quasi-compact morphism is preserved under base change.

Proof. Let f : Y → X be a quasi-compact morphism with g : X ′ → X any other morphism. Base change to
X ′ provides a morphism πX′ : Y ×X X ′ → X ′ which we wish to show is also quasi-compact. Cover X with
open affines {Xi}i such that f−1(Xi) admits a finite cover by open affines. By fixing an i we let these opens
be {Uj}nj=1. We can cover g−1(Xi) by open affines {Vk}k and, for any k, it follows from the construction of

the fibred product (Proposition 4.1) π−1X′ (Vk) is covered by the open affines {Uj ×Xi Vk}nj=1. Since i, k were
arbitrary this completes the proof. �

Lemma 5.8: A finite type morphism is preserved under base change.

Proof. Follows from the definition of finite type and Lemmas 5.6, 5.7. �

There is another finiteness condition which satisfies many nice algebraic properties. This is the notion
of a finite morphism. It is difficult to give a detailed description of what one wants in the definition of a
finite morphism. The definition will imply the fibres of a finite morphism are finite, but the definition will
be strictly stronger than this condition. It will often be easier to give examples of properties we would like
a finite morphism to not have than properties we would like it to have.
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Definition 5.9: A morphism f : Y → X is affine if for any open cover {Xi}i of X, f−1(Xi) is an open
affine subscheme of Y .

Definition 5.10: An affine morphism f : Y → X is finite if for any cover {Xi}i of X, Γ(f−1(Xi),OY ) is a
finite Γ(Xi,OX)-algebra.

(Recall a finite R-algebra is a finitely generated R-algebra which is also finitely generated as an R-module.)

(Remark - as happens often, these definitions are equivalent to the existence of an open cover with such
properties.)

Since the description of what finite should mean geometrically is a little underdetermined, there are many
equivalent definitions of a finite morphism. For example, a morphism being finite is equivalent to being
proper whose fibres are finite and discrete as topological spaces (here we should mention our convention that
all schemes are locally Noetherian: the right side of the equivalence needs a locally Noetherian condition
or a locally of finite presentation condition). Another example comes from the equivalence between finite
morphisms and integral morphisms of finite type (integral here means the map of schemes is affine, and the
induced map on rings is an integral ring homomorphism). These alternative definitions allow us to give some
kind of intuition for what a finite morphism should be geometrically.

Example 5.11 Having finite fibres does not imply being finite. The projection from the unit hyperbola to
the affine line is not finite (the map here being the natural Spec(k[x, y]/(xy − 1)) → Spec(k[x])). This is
because the map is not proper, that is to say the image of this map is not a closed subset of the line, but
the hyperbola is closed. We could think of this as resembling the fact the morphism is missing some infinite
point in the domain.

Example 5.12 A morphism having finite fibres and being surjective does not imply the morphism is finite.
Consider the map Spec(Q) → Spec(Q). As both of these are one point sets, the morphism has finite fibres
and is surjective but Q is not finitely generated as a Q-module.

To show some of the properties a finite morphism implies we have the following.

Proposition 5.13: A finite morphism is preserved under base change.

Proof. We’ll first show affine morphisms are preserved under base change. This reduces to the case all schemes
under consideration are affine, which is just an exercise in commutative algebra. So suppose f : Y → X is
affine and g : X ′ → X is any morphism. We can cover X ′ with affine open subsets {Ui}i. Under g, each Ui is
mapped into an affine open neighborhood of X. By fixing such an i we can say g(Ui) ⊂ V ⊂ X. Now f−1(V )
is an affine open by assumption. The universal property of the fibred product shows π−1X′ (Ui) = f−1(V )×V Ui
which is a fibred product of affine schemes and hence affine.

Let us give everything names: V ∼= Spec(C), f−1(V ) ∼= Spec(A), Ui ∼= B. Assuming f is a finite mor-
phism now, to show finite morphisms are preserved under base change we need only to show the ring map
b 7→ 1⊗ b : B → C ⊗A B gives C ⊗A B the structure of a finite B-algebra. But, assuming f is finite implies
C is a finite A-algebra generated as an A-module by c1, ..., cn say. Then B ⊗A C is finitely generated as a
B-module by c1 ⊗ 1, ..., cn ⊗ 1 and the result follows. �

Corollary 5.14: If f : Y → X is finite, then for any point x of X, the morphism Yx → Spec(k(x)) is finite.

Proof. Since Yx → Spec(k(x)) is a base change of f , this immediately follows from Proposition 5.13. �

Proposition 5.15: Let f : Y → Spec(k) be a morphism of finite type with k a field. Then the following
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are equivalent:
1) Y is affine and Γ(Y,OY ) is Artinian
2) Y is finite and a discrete topological space
3) Y is a discrete topological space
4) f is finite.

Proof. 1) =⇒ 2): Suppose Y is affine and Γ(Y,OY ) is Artinian. An Artinian ring is isomorphic with a finite
direct copy of Artinian local rings [1] (Theorem 8.7) and any Artinian ring is Noetherian and 0-dimensional
by [1] (Theorem 8.5). Then this follows from the correspondence of disjoint unions of spectra with direct
products of their defining rings.
2) =⇒ 3): This is clear.
3) =⇒ 1): Since Y is discrete every point is open. Then every point is the union of basic affine sets and
are hence affine, isomorphic Spec(Ai) say. Then Y is the disjoint union of open affines Spec(Ai) and thus
isomorphic to Spec(

∏
iAi). So Y is affine. Since f is of finite type, the product

∏
iAi is isomorphic with

a finitely generated k-algebra and is hence Noetherian. We can thus assume the index i is finite (consider
chain of ideals A1×0×· · · ⊂ A1×A2×0×· · · ). Since each Ai must then be Noetherian and is 0-dimensional
as its spectrum is a point, again from [1] (Theorem 8.5) each Ai is Artinian and hence the product

∏
iAi is

Artinian. Since Y is affine, Γ(Y,OY ) ∼=
∏
iAi is Artinian.

1) ⇐⇒ 4): Suppose Y is affine and A = Γ(Y,OY ) is Artinian. Since f is of finite type, A is a finitely
generated k-algebra, and by [1] (Theorem 8.5) A has dimension 0. Noether normalization shows A can be
written module finite over a subring k[y1, ..., yd] for some algebraically independent elements y1, ..., yd. Since
the dimension of A is 0, there are no algebraically independent elements y1, ..., yd so A is finitely generated as
a module over k. Conversely, if f is finite, then Y = f−1(Spec(k)) is affine and Γ(Y,OY ) is a finite k-algebra
hence Artinian. �

Since finite type morphisms are preserved under change of base (Lemma 5.8), and a finite morphism is of
finite type, for any finite morphism f : Y → X the morphism of a fibre at x in X, Yx → Spec(k(x)), gives
Yx the structure of a finite discrete topological space. Since disjoint open sets correspond to direct products,
this means we can write Yx ∼= Spec(A1 × · · · ×Ak) for rings Ai which have only one prime ideal. By taking
the natural map Spec(Ai)→ Yx → Spec(k(x)), we see k(x) ⊂ Ai (as Spec(Ai) we can assume is nonempty).
As this is the composition of a closed immersion (which is finite since any closed immersion corresponds to
a locally a map on quotients), and a finite morphism, it is finite (that is, compositions of finite morphisms
are finite - there is not much beyond this than writing what it means via the definitions).

Using that finite morphisms are integral and the above characterization of the fibres of a finite mor-
phism would imply Ai is a finite field extension of k(x). There are many cases, as in the examples, where
this condition is too strict a hypothesis. A weaker, more geometric, notion is that of a quasi-finite morhpism.

Definition 5.16: A finite type morphism of schemes f : Y → X is called quasi-finite at a point x in X if
the topological space Yx is discrete. The morphism f is called quasi-finite if Yx is discrete for every x in X.

As Corollary 5.14 and Proposition 5.15 show, any finite morphism is quasi-finite, so the prefix quasi is
justifiable. As a sort of converse, Proposition 5.15 shows any quasi-finite morphism into the spectrum of a
field is finite. With this definition we may rephrase an above, unproven statement: a morphism f : Y → X
is finite if, and only if, f is quasi finite and proper (and here we use that any scheme is locally Noetherian
via our definition; this is used for the ⇐= direction).

6. Zariski’s Main Theorem

We end by stating Zariski’s Main Theorem, which relates the geometric notion of a quasi-finite morphism
to the algebraic notion of a finite morphism.
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(Historical Remark - The theorem below was not the originally stated by Oscar Zariski. It is a reformulation
due to Grothendieck who also showed it implies Zariski’s Theorem. There are many reformulations of this
theorem, but after so many it is hard to see where the intuition comes from.)

Theorem 6.1: For X a quasi-compact scheme, a separated quasi-finite morphism of schemes f : Y ′ → X
factors as f = h ◦ g where g : Y ′ → Y is an open immersion and h : Y → X is finite.

Proof. The proof is either split into the commutative algebra case contained in [8] and then the general case
is done in [7], chapter 1. Or it can be collectively found in [4] (EGA III.1, Chapter 3, Section 4.4).
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